Waste Side Story Pavilion

Location: Maha Nakhon, Thailand

Architect: Cloud-floor
Owner: N/A
Year of completion: 2018
Climate: Tropical wet and dry
Material of interest: Recycled plastic bricks
Application: Exterior and interior

Properties of material: As a landmark for the 2018 Bangkok Design Week, the ‘Waste Side Story’ Pavilion invites the questioning of the conventional design and construction method where materials are consumed and wasted and proposes an alternative approach which involves a consideration of recycled material and an exploration of the material life beyond the building. The six-meter-high pavilion comprises of, specifically designed, recycled plastic bricks and light nylon screens. Each architectural components are being thought in terms of products design.

Sources: https://www.archdaily.com/900987/waste-side-story-pavilion-cloud-floor